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Conversations 
drive the world. 
Tempus drives 
conversations.
Tempus product portfolio 3.0



What’s got people talking?

13 Now life’s best conversations can happen directly  
through any mobile phone. All wrapped in 
rechargeable freedom. Meet Moxi™ All. 

8 Patients can share their in-the-moment ratings, 
without wearing a streamer. Check out the  
Remote Plus app. 

25 Easily connect them to TV, no streamer required. 
Meet our latest accessory.
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1 Hayes D. How much do you really know about your patient?  
Hearing Review. 2017;24(4):22-23

2 MarkeTrak 9: A New Baseline “Estimating Hearing Loss and 
Adoption Rates and Exploring Key Aspects of the Patient Journey” 
Final Report March, 2015

Best in  
conversations

*Tempus COSI field trial results, 2017

People who wear hearing 
instruments spend 
almost two thirds  
of each day connecting 
through conversations1   . 

And conversations in 
noise and crowds are the 
listening situations they 
struggle with the most 2   . 

Until now.

100%
of patients want  
conversations to be easier.*  
Mission accomplished.



5. Give them the 
total experience

Delight them with a level of 
personalized care they simply 
can’t get anywhere else. 
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It’s all about  
the experience 
Today’s patients are informed healthcare consumers 
who want personalized solutions that fit seamlessly 
into their lives and digital world. We want to make 
them happy. It’s this single-minded focus that’s driving 
the creation of our FLEX™ ecosystem. Although it 
includes FLEX solutions, patient insights and our new 
Moxi All direct connectivity hearing instruments, the 
FLEX ecosystem is so much more than a portfolio of 
innovations. It’s a world view centered around giving 
consumers the easy, inclusive experience they crave. 

Because when they feel empowered,  
we all win. 
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 Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.  
App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. 

1. Give them  
control

Use your expertise, listening 
skills and the FLEX ecosystem 
to collaborate on a solution 
that keeps them in control.

3. Give them 
good news 

Forget fear tactics.  
Focus on everything they 
have to gain, rather than 
what they have to lose. 

2. Give them  
emotional support

Discuss the emotional benefits 
of amplification, rather than 
just sharing technical facts. 

4. Give them  
easy 

Make every interaction 
simple and convenient, 
and avoid scientific terms 
and medical jargon.

Start their  
journey right

Patients can test their 
hearing and choose to 
receive a follow-up  
from you through our 
uHear™ Kiosk interactive 
screening app.

Use our Start Here app in 
your waiting room to get 
them in the right frame 
of mind for collaborating 
on finding a solution.



87%
of patients consider  
a trial beneficial*

85%
of patients say an upgrade  
feature would make purchase 
decisions easier*

99%
of hearing healthcare  
professionals say FLEX:TRIAL 
improves the total experience  
for patients*

Help them choose  
on their terms
Patients want to select hearing instruments 
without feeling pressured, overwhelmed or 
locked in. Our leading FLEX trial and upgrade 
solutions check all the boxes. 

Let them try before they buy

Patients can test out the latest technology 
in the places where they spend time 
every day by taking home FLEX:TRIAL™ 
hearing instruments. It’s easy for you 
too, since you can program these 
demonstration devices to different 
technology levels, over and over again. 

Increase their confidence

When patients know they have the 
flexibility to make adjustments in the 
future, they feel more comfortable with 
the solution you are recommending now. 
FLEX:UPGRADE™ lets you upgrade 
technology levels in a patient’s current 
hearing instruments at any time. 
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All the ratings.  
No streamer. 

Remote Plus app:
Change programs

Control volume

Mute and unmute

Submit ratings on the hearing 
instrument experience

Watch how-to videos 

Adjust the balance between 
the TV Connector audio 
and the environment 
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Get a clearer picture
The more you know about a patient’s hearing 
experience, the more personalized their 
outcome will be. By assessing their listening 
lifestyle using patient insights you can deliver 
a stand-out experience. 

*The Remote Plus app for Moxi All works on Apple smartphones with iOS 10.2 or newer and Android smartphones  
with version 6 or newer. Patients who don’t wear Moxi All can continue to make ratings using our uControl app with the streamer. 

 Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. 
Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google Inc.

Give them a voice

It’s easy for patients to share how  
they feel about their hearing instrument 
performance, right in the moment they 
are feeling it. They download the  
Remote Plus app* to their smartphone  
to make ratings on the go. Then you  
view the ratings on the myInsights 
website or get all the Patient Ratings 
details within Unitron TrueFit™ software.

Counsel with confidence 

When a patient makes a rating in the  
app, the environment is captured by  
Log It All. This combination of Patient 
Ratings and Log It All gives you the 
evidence and insights to support your 
technology level recommendations.

Patients wearing our new Moxi All hearing 
instruments can use the Remote Plus app  
to share in-the-moment impressions,  
with no streamer to wear, pair or charge. 
Patient Ratings help you get a better 
understanding of their needs and build 
stronger emotional connections.

You can get an early warning email if your 
patient is making negative ratings and quickly 
see the results online with myInsights.

You can automatically or manually send  
an email with a link asking them to rate  
their overall satisfaction with their  
hearing instruments. 

Stronger together

Today’s patients want 
to feel empowered. 
When you add the FLEX 
solution to patient 
insights, you put them 
in control. This provides 
an experience that 
deepens trust and turns 
them into advocates  
for your clinic. 



1 Compared to the North platform in recognizing and locating speech

2 Hearing healthcare professional perception of how patients hear with Tempus compared  
to any other hearing instrument they have tried - Anovum (2017) Unitron Launch Monitor

3 Anovum (2017) Unitron Launch Monitor

50%

more 
accurate1

36%

faster1

98%

of hearing healthcare 
professionals who 
have tried Tempus 
would recommend  
it to their colleagues3

With Tempus, we channeled our efforts 
into designing a high-performance 
platform that would help patients 
solve their biggest complaints around 
conversations. It empowers patients  
to hear their absolute best in every 
type of conversation, including those 
with high background noise. It also 
delivers our most realistic sound. Ever.

The power behind Tempus is  
our highly intelligent SoundCore™ 
technology. 89%

hear better in 
conversations2
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We keep it real

Patients enjoy amazing awareness 
and a more natural, realistic sound 
experience with less effort. 

How? Spatial Awareness gets 
the hearing instruments out of 
the way so patients truly know 
which direction speech and other 
sounds are coming from. 

We put speech in its place

Patients experience fantastic speech 
understanding in quiet and noisy situations. 

How? SpeechPro not only helps patients 
understand speech, it lets them know where it’s 
coming from, in the most challenging listening 
situations: conversations in noise and crowds.

Front Back Side

Take command of  
conversations
Whether sharing, laughing, debating, commiserating, or simply 
being a great listener, our intelligent SoundCore technology makes 
conversations more enjoyable for your patients. Four features  
work together to understand listening environments, making 
the fluid adjustments needed to actively participate in every 
conversation, across every environment.

SoundCore™

Best in conversations

SoundNav

SpeechPro

Sound Conductor

Spatial Awareness

We know the environment

Patients experience automatic, seamless 
adjustments to naturally hear their best 
across all listening situations, including 
a variety of conversation environments 
that range from easy to difficult. 

How? SoundNav precisely identifies and  
classifies signals into seven distinct environments,  
blending them to match real life. And it’s the only  
solution out there that has four environments 
dedicated to conversations.

We get the balance right

Patients experience clearer speech and 
more natural listening everywhere.

How? Sound Conductor applies the optimal 
strength of key adaptive features to ensure they 
balance the following goals: understanding 
conversations, comfort with awareness and 
maintaining beautiful, natural sound quality.
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Hands-free

There’s no need to touch  
the phone. The patient  

clearly hears what the caller  
is saying, while microphones 
transmit their voice to their  

mobile phone.

No streamer

Moxi All acts like a Bluetooth® 
headset, connecting to mobile 

phones up to 10m away. Patients 
experience amazing sound 
quality and more enjoyable 

conversations.

Made for all phones 

Moxi All hearing instruments 
connect directly to all phones*  

– not just iPhones.®

Easy to use 

Patient needs were the top 
priority when designing Moxi All, 
so it’s easy to get them back into 
all their conversations, whether 
on a mobile phone or in person.

14Product shown at actual size
*Smartphones and traditional mobile phones with a compatible Bluetooth Hands-Free Profile 

The Bluetooth word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. 

“Mom,  
she said 

yes!”
Because life’s best conversations  

happen on mobile phones too

Made for all phones Rechargeable



The rechargeable 
revolution continues!

Meet Moxi All R—the rechargeable hearing instrument  
that connects directly to all mobile phones. It’s joining Moxi Fit R 

and Stride™ M R to form a rechargeable family like no other. 

70% of patients want the freedom of rechargeable 
hearing instruments.** Let’s give them what they want.

The freedom to charge overnight and go.
The freedom to use traditional batteries, if needed.

And the freedom to stay in the conversation.

Power to your patients!

Fully charged in less than 7 hours

On average 16 hours of use,  
including 2 hours of phone calls  
and 5 hours of TV with Moxi All R

100% recyclable battery

Available in 6 colors
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Hearing healthcare 
professionals give our 
rechargeables a 

93%
approval rating when  
it comes to simplicity 
and ease of use*

**Rechargeable hearing aid preferences survey. Hearingtracker.com, August 2016      
Moxi All R, Stride M R and Moxi Fit R add rechargeable technology to Moxi All, Stride M and Moxi Fit hearing instruments       

Products shown at actual size



2

4

2 

Moxi Fit

1 

Moxi Now

A 

Moxi Fit R

B 

Moxi All R

3 

Moxi All

4 

Moxi Kiss

5 

Moxi Dura
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Designed to  
be remarkable
Whether patients want to connect directly to any 
mobile phone, experience charge-and-go freedom, 
or enjoy the discretion that only the world’s smallest 
RIC can deliver, there’s a Moxi just for them. And 
since every style is driven by Tempus, you can feel 
confident that Moxi has the power to keep them in the 
conversation everywhere they go. Style that gets their 
attention. Sound that keeps them happy. That’s Moxi.

A | Moxi Fit R Flexible rechargeability wrapped in award-winning design. B | Moxi All R Rechargeable freedom plus connects directly to all mobile 
phones for hands-free calls. 1 | Moxi Now The smallest wireless RIC in the world! 2 | Moxi Fit Style meets functionality with a 312 battery, push 
button and telecoil. 3 | Moxi All Connects directly to all mobile phones – not just iPhones. 4 | Moxi Kiss Hard to resist with a 312 battery, enticing 
style and a fully automatic experience. 5 | Moxi Dura Long-life 13 battery and durability that keeps up. | Products shown at actual size

1



1

1 

Stride M

A 

Stride M R

2 

Stride P Dura

3 

Stride P
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Take every 
conversation 
in Stride
Driven by our impressive Tempus platform,  
the latest Stride family of behind-the-ear (BTE) 
styles gives patients the freedom to interact in 
all listening environments. Since every Stride is 
impressive to look at, comfortable to wear and 
intuitive to use, it promises very happy patients. 

A | Stride M R Revolutionary rechargeable based on award-winning design and always ready for anything. 1 | Stride M Award-winning style and 
discretion meet top-of-class power and comfort that’s second to none. 2 | Stride P Dura Moisture resistance and durability. 3 | Stride P Stylish design 
with dual controls for program and volume adjustments. | Products shown at actual size

3



Directional
full shell

Directional 
canal

Directional 
mini canal

Mini canalCICIIC

Customize the 
conversation
The Insera family of ITEs uses the 
sophisticated EarMatch™ modeling 
process to optimize directional 
microphone performance for each 
patient’s unique ear shape. This frees  
the SoundCore features in Tempus to  
bring them closer to the conversations 
they don’t want to miss.

Driven by Tempus  |  21 22



*Colors available for Moxi All R, Moxi Fit R and Stride M R     **Black is an additional option on the IIC style only     Products shown at actual size

Style: Stride M / Stride M R Stride P Stride P Dura

Peak output / gain (2cc) filtered earhook 129/63 131/66 131/63

Peak output / gain (2cc) slim tube 122/56 126/58 123/55

Battery size 312 13 13

24

Receiver type: Standard  
(xS)

Power  
(xP)

Super Power  
(xSP)

Super Power plus 
(xSP plus)

Peak output / gain (2cc) 111/47 124/57 125/62 127/66

Open dome • •

Closed dome • •

Power dome • •

Sleeve mold • •

cShell • • • •

Fitting ranges with Tempus
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Moxi

Stride

Receiver compatibility varies  
by product style.

Receiver type: Moderate
(M)

Power 
(P)

High Power
(HP)

Super Power
(SP) 

Peak output / gain (2cc) 109/40 115/50 119/60 127/70

13 Wireless Dir • • • •

312 Wireless Dir • • • •

10A Wireless Dir • • •

10A Wireless Omni • • •

312 Omni • • •

10A Omni • • •
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Beige (01)* 

Amber (P2)

Amber suede (S2)*

Cinnamon (Q9)

Sand storm (S6)

Espresso boost (S3)Platinum (P6)* 

Pewter shine (S5)* 

Pewter (P7)* 

Espresso (P4)* 

Charcoal (P8)

Spark a colorful 
conversation

Tan CocoaBeige Brown Black**

Teal blast (S7)



7

Accessories keep 
conversations flowing
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Easily connect them to streamer-free TV

Our TV Connector accessory can automatically switch Moxi All 
hearing instruments to the TV program and frees patients from 
wearing a streamer. Patients instantly enjoy high-quality stereo 

sound, wirelessly through their hearing instruments, so the volume  
is comfortable for everyone watching. And it works  

with laptops, tablets and stereos too.

1. IIC remote

Easily adjust volume or  
switch between programs  
of 10A omni custom 
hearing instruments using 
a tiny magnetic remote. 

2. Remote control 2

Customize your listening  
on the go by discreetly 
adjusting volume and 
switching programs.

3. Rechargeable kit

Easily convert any Moxi All, 
Moxi Fit or Stride M into 
a rechargeable solution 
with a kit that includes 
this charging base.

5. uStream

Get discreet stereo 
connectivity to wireless 
devices, like mobile phones, 
TVs, tablets and uMics with 
this streamer. Plus enjoy 
remote control functions.

4. uMic™

Focus on what a single 
person, like a dinner 
companion or a lecturer, 
is saying in a challenging 
environment with 
sound delivered to the 
hearing instruments 
through a streamer. 

6. uTV™ 3

Enjoy TV again with stereo 
sound from the TV delivered 
to both hearing instruments 
through a streamer. 

7. uDirect™ 3

Connect to conversations 
through mobile phones, 
uMics and FM receivers 
with this streamer. Enjoy 
stereo-sound entertainment 
from tablets, TVs and mobile 
phones. Plus take advantage 
of remote control functions. 

Compatibility varies by product style     Products not shown at actual size

3

2

54

1

6
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It’s all about the experience

Make them comfortable with a 
full lineup of hearing instruments 
designed to be easy to use. 

Help them have their 
best conversations 
everywhere with Tempus. 

Give them a voice with 
smartphone apps to share 
impressions in the moment.

Put them in control with 
personalized solutions they 
can’t get anywhere else.

Easily connect them to  
hands-free calls on any  
mobile phone and to the  
TV – no streamer required.

Let them make choices  
on their terms with FLEX.



Keep them connected

Our high-end binaural features  
are fully functioning in Moxi All 
thanks to the SWORD™ 2.4 GHz 
chip. It also powers the direct 
connectivity to mobile devices 
with Bluetooth and to the  
TV Connector with AirStream™ 

Technology. 

Compatibility varies by product style

At a glance
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SoundCore T Pro T 800 T 700 T 600 T 500
SoundNav 
Automatic program identifies and classifies sounds across environments, 
with a focus on conversations.

Music • •
Noise • • •
Conversation in a crowd • • •
Conversation in a small group • • •
Conversation in quiet • • • •
Conversation in noise • • • •
Quiet • • • •
Total environments 7 7 6 3 AutoMic

SpeechPro 
Provides optimal speech understanding and localization, binaurally,  
even in the most challenging environments.

SpeechPro • SpeechZone 2 SpeechZone

Speech Locator • • •
Speech Focus •
Dynamic Spatial Awareness •

Sound Conductor
Dynamically balances speech enhancement, noise reduction and 
directionality to provide speech understanding, comfort and natural sound.

Speech enhancement • • • • •
Noise reduction • • • • •
Adaptive directionality Multiband Multiband Multiband Multiband •

Spatial Awareness 
Binaurally, makes it easier to localize sound providing a more natural, 
realistic listening experience. 

Spatial Awareness Dynamic Personalized •
Pinna Effect • • • • •

Sound Stabilization

AntiShock 2 • • • • •
Wind control • • • • •
Feedback manager • • • • •
Natural Sound Balance • • • • •

Experience innovations

Patient insights Log It All • • • • •
Patient Ratings • • • • •
Data logging • • • • •

FLEX FLEX:TRIAL • • • • •
FLEX:UPGRADE • • • •

Convenience

Direct connectivity • • • • •
Rechargeable option • • • • •
DuoLink • • • • •
Telecoil and Easy-t • • • • •
Binaural Phone • • • •

Fitting

EarMatch • • • • •
Automatic Adaptation Manager • • • • •
MyMusic Binaural Binaural • • •
Frequency compression • • • • •
Tinnitus masker • • • • •
IntelliVent • • • • •
Streaming programs • • • • •
Manual programs • • • • •
NAL-NL2/NL1 and DSLv5 • • • • •
Fitting channels 20 20 16 10 6



Let’s talk about how 
to give your patients 
experiences that 
make them really 
happy. 

unitron.com

At Unitron, we care deeply about people with hearing loss. We work closely with hearing 
healthcare professionals to provide hearing solutions that improve lives in meaningful ways. 
Because hearing matters. 

© 2018 Unitron. All rights reserved.

unitron.com
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